
State Issue 3 
Proposed Legalized 
Monopolistic Recreational 
Marijuana Industry
Issue 3 is bad for Ohio employers, employees and 
children.  It is not limited to the medical use of 
marijuana, but allows widespread recreational use 
of the substance in forms you may not expect.  The 
Ohio Hotel & Lodging Association opposes Issue 3 
because of serious concerns about how the proposal 
was written and how it would be implemented:

n	 The proliferation of marijuana “edibles” 
such as candies and cookies with high 
concentrations of the drug’s active ingredient 
will put unsuspecting children, hotel staff and 
guests at risk.

 
n	 Issue 3 could raise costs through additional litigation and liability for employers.

 
n	 The proposal hurts efforts to keep workplaces drug-free and safe for all employees and 

the guests they serve.

 
n	 Issue 3 would use the state’s constitution to guarantee a successful business and a profit 

for a small number of wealthy individuals. Our constitution should guarantee personal 
rights, and not be used to prop up one type of business.

 
n	 The creation of more marijuana stores than McDonald’s and Starbucks would flood the 

state with marijuana and transform the experience we have to offer.

 
n	 Issue 3 does not solve the problem of conflicts with federal law, under which marijuana is 

still illegal.

  
Issue 3 goes too far and creates more uncertainty for Ohio’s travel economy and the 
businesses that service it.  It is the wrong way to go about the discussion on this type of 
public policy.  Protect Ohio’s children, and keep the travel economy on the right track. 

     Vote “No” on Issue 3.7



Issue 3 puts unsuspecting children, staff and guests at risk. 

Vote “No” on Issue 3

Ohio’s November 2015 ballot includes a proposal to create 
a legalized monopolistic recreational marijuana industry in Ohio. 
It even legalizes candies and cookies with high concentrations 

of the drug’s active ingredient. Protect Ohio’s children, 
and keep the travel economy on the right track. 

     Vote “No” on Issue 3.7



Issue 3 puts unsuspecting children, 
staff and guests at risk.

It would create a legalized monopolistic recreational marijuana 
industry in Ohio. It even legalizes candies and cookies with high 
concentrations of the drug’s active ingredient. 

    Vote “No” on Issue 37

Issue 3 puts unsuspecting children, 
staff and guests at risk.

It would create a legalized monopolistic recreational marijuana 
industry in Ohio. It even legalizes candies and cookies with high 
concentrations of the drug’s active ingredient. 

    Vote “No” on Issue 37

Issue 3 puts unsuspecting children, 
staff and guests at risk.

It would create a legalized monopolistic recreational marijuana 
industry in Ohio. It even legalizes candies and cookies with high 
concentrations of the drug’s active ingredient. 

    Vote “No” on Issue 37



 


